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Women losing rights
without Title. IX
by Susan Skorupa
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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C~lloway /Central

Florfdo Future

Ferrell said he foresees no funding for new canoes.

Canoe rental policy up in air
by Jennifer Roberts
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Individual students are . being refused
canoe rental because of past negative
experiences, according to Jimmie Ferrell,
Student Center director.
Of the 10 canoes available in the pa~t;
many have been vandalized or stolen, said
Ferrell. He does not forsee any future funding
to replace the old canoes, which, he said, have
been damaged only during individual renting.
However, a rack of six canoes is available
to organizations and clubs. Groups and
organizations may rent all six with a trailer
for $20.
Ferrell said the desicion to rent canoes to
individuals would be made on an individual
basis.
"The problem at hand is that the trailor
has been kept up much better than the single
rent-outs." Ferrell said.
Barbara Martin, Ferrell's secretary, said,
''It is easier to control the flow of canoes
going out when they are rented out to clubs
and organizations."

A student who refused to give his name
said the insurance coverage and the paper
work is more complicated when canoes are
rented out individually. He said that if the
canoes are damaged, it is easier for a group to
absorb the cost.
Alex Aguilar, an accounting maior feels
independent students are being cheated.
"Any student should· have access to any
recreational facility when they wish."
Aguilar said.
Ira Smith, Student Government president,
said the Student Government purchased the
canoes for student use.
"Don't let anyone tell you it is a policy that
individuals cannot rent out canoes." Smith
said.
He added that as far as he knows the
canoes were purchased for use by anyone who
wished to use them.
• "There is no time schedule," he explained.
''Anyone can rent them out for as long as
they want. They just have to pay
accordingly.''
Susan Roberts, a business hospitality

SEE CANOES, PAGE 4

College women nationwide
are entering their second
school year without Title IX,
and women's groups --missing their best tool for
fightiJ1.g campus sexual
harassment and for getting
equal funding --- say it's
getting harder to force
schools to pay attention to
them.
In June, 1984, the U.S.
Supreme Court effectively
gutted Title IX of the Higher
Education Amendments of
1972, which said colleges
would lose their federal funds
if they discriminated on the
basis of gender.
Women's groups had used
Title IX to force colleges to
adopt ways for women to
appeal
campus
sex
harassment cases, to hire and
grant tenure to female faculty
members and to begin
funding women's athletics
equally to meri' s sports.
All that's over now, some
say.
"In funding women's
athletics and in sexual
harassment cases, if a school
has no policy _in place
(already), students in most
states have no (legal)
recourse," contends Bernice
Sandler, head of the Project
on the Status and Education
of Women, which, in turn, is
funded by the Association of
American Colleges.
"We've lost an enormous
amount of ground but, as yet,
we don't even know how
much we've actually lost,"

says Ellen Vargyas, an
attorney for the National
Women's Law Center in
Washington, D.C.
The Supreme Court's ruling
was so vague, she adds, that
the U.S. Department of
Education, which is supposed
to make sure colleges don't
discriminate, has pretty much
given up trying to enforce
Title IX.
In the 1984 Grove City
College case, the court ruled
that ony the campus
programs that directly got
federal funds had to swear it
didn't discriminate against
women.
Consequently, if an athletic
department or an English
department
that
discriminated against women
didn't themselves receive
federal funds, they were
·immune from Title IX's
scope.
The vast majority of federal
funds come to campuses· in
the form of "block grants,"
which campus administrators
can divvy up among various
programs.
''Most federal money is not
directed toward specific
programs," Sandler notes.
And
after
schools
distribute the federal money,
it's very hard to trace,
Vargyas adds.
Sandler contends women's
sports have suffered the most
during the post-Grove City
era because "little (federal
money) goes to athletic
programs, and athletic
sch larship
are
not
cons· ered ·
cial aid''

Companies move
to manage colleges
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

company often can do a better
job managing certain parts of
a campus --- janitorial
services and maintenance
operations are his favorite
examples --· than educators
themselves can.
For anywhere for $995 to
$12,990 a year, ECA will
manage a college's janatorial
services,
preventative
maintenance programs, work
order systems, painting and
other tasks said ECA
sale man Jeff Jones.
''School and industry tend
to do a lousy job of managing
their physical plants, ' Nicks
said. 'That's becau e most of
the p ople who do the work
are at the low end of the

SEE MANAGE, PAGE 4
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Jack who?

Donna Calloway/Central AolidO Fut~e

H<;Jvin~ trou~le deciding w~ich party to hobgoblin' to? Try the Monster Mash at SWeeneys
this Fnday. Tickets are available at the the Kiosk.
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Executive Services
cf Rese6rch Park, Inc.
Your One Stop
Personal Secretaries
In Your Own Back Yard
Support Services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A Professional, Efficient Staff
Word Processing Centers *
24· Hour Telephone Dictation *
Professional Resumes *
Term Papers & Theses *
Technical, Legal & General Secretaries *
Experienced In Working with U.C.F.
Students, Faculty & Staff
• Photocopying & Fascimile *
• Airline Ticket Disbursement Center
for A.W.0.L. Travel, Inc.
You only pay for your airfare!
There are NO~GENCY COSTS to you!
Call For Details.
• "SPECIAL" UCF DISCOUNTS WITH VALID I.D.
established in 1968

Research Pavilion, Suite 101
12424 Research Parkway
Orlando, Florida 32826
(305) 275-6455

•
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111

featuring
Cantonese, Szchuen,
Private Parties To Accommodate 35
We Serve Weight Watcher Special:
.Seafood Delight, Vegetarian Delight
Lunch from $2.55 Dinner from $4.25
Take out available

•

•
._

11786 E. Colonial Dr.
Ala.faya Village
Orlando, Fla.

HWY.50

N

~

i

~

~ UCF

•

•

281-1864

all major credit cards

reservations suggested

•

HOURS
M·F 11:00-10 pm
S&S 11:30-lOpm

•

~

•

United Parcel Service

I

Part-Time Positions Avoilable

u s

· United Parc~I Se_
rvi_ce will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.

.I
•

•
•

..

Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
·work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

UCF's Army ROTC scores well in exercises
by Timothy Plrto and Robert
Gii on
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

•
"

•

•

•

Battalions of the Army
ROTC's Warhawk Regiment
participated in a land
navigation field training
exercise at Ocala National
Forest on Oct. 4 and 5.
The W arhawk Regiment,
made up of Army ROTC
battalions from UCF,
Stetson, and Embry-Riddle,
ran through regimental
exercises designed so the
cadets can apply skills
learned from classroom work
into a field environment.
The land navigation
marked the first time all three
institutions participated in a
regimental level exercise.
Cadet Lt. Col. Drew
Moores, commander of the
fighting Knights battalion at
UCF explained, "Our primary
objective is to train all levels
of cadets in basic m~p-

reading techniques and refine various terrain features, a
the skills of the cadets in the two-day compass courses, a
third level of Military Science one-night compass course and
in preparation for Camp All- an overnight bivouac.
The cadets, teamed in pairs
American. ''
The purpose for the exercise by integrating batallions,
was to see how well an Army conducted the day phase of
ROTC regiment, made up of the land navigation course.
several battalions, would After instruction and safety
briefings, the cadets again
work together.
Capt. Harold J. Burns, were paired for the night
assistant professor of phase of the course. At dawn,
Military Science, operations they repeated the day course
officer from UCF and for a grade.
"The planning, operation,
coordinator for the exercise,
said, ''This is a great and execution of this exercise
opportunity to demonstrate was as precise as any active
the potential of an ROTC duty battalion," said Lt. Col.
regiment, and to see if an Tarleton, professor of
ROTC regimental system can Military Science for Stetson
follow the successful lead of University and UCF. "I am
regiments in · the active extremely pleased with the
effort and sweat the cadets
Army."
The land navigation put forth to make this
exercise was planned, exercise a successful one.''
organized and implemented
Plans are already underway
by Military Science IVs from
for the Warhawks to
UCF.
participate in a small unit
The exercise consisted of a tactics exercise- on Nov. 7 and
terrain walk to identify 8.

Photo

cou~y

UCF Army ROTC

UCF participated with two other universities.

Israeli writer visits UCF
to talk on Middle East peace
by Steve J. Pustelnyk
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Famous Israeli author Amos Oz will visit UCF in
early November as part of the Judaic Studies
Program. Known for his internationally recognized
· novel My Michael, Oz will be speak on the topic of
" Israel: Peace and War."
"I am very excited to have a personality of his
magnitude come to UCF," said Dr. Moshe Pelli,
director of Judaic Studies. "He's an excellent
profound writer."
Oz, born in a poor neighborhood of Jerusalem in
1939, moved around a lot until he settled and began
working the cotton fields in the town of Hulda.
While working in the fields he published his first
short stories in Keshet, a leading quarterly
magazine.
After studying philosophy and literature at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Amos returned to
Hulda where he now lives, splitting his time
between writing, farming and teaching secondary
school.
"He is a voice of conscience," Pelli said of Oz,
who has published many articles and essays on the
Donna Calloway/Central Florida Fulure
Israeli-Arab Conflict. Oz is a member of the "Peace
Frl"ght n1"ght
Now" movement which promotes the creation of
How about a haunted house this Friday? Try this one Palestinian homeland on the West Bank and Gaza.
at Bear Gulley and 426.
Where the Jackals Howl, Oz's first collection of
fictional short stories was publi~hed in 1965 and

· won a literary award. The
. book was published
recently in Great Britain
and America.
In 1966, Elsewhere,
Perhaps, evoked controversy in Israel. Later
published in many countries, a stage adaptation
became a major event in
Tel-Aviv in 1982. An 1 . . - . . l . . - - American film version
was released in 1982.
ArJ!OS Oz
Oz's most popular
-·
novel to date, My Michael was first released in
1968 in Israel. It created a political storm of hostile
criticism, but was also widely admired. The novel
was a best seller in Israel and has been translated·
into a dozen different languages.
"He depicts the deterioration of a young family,"
Pelli said. "It shows Israel is just a little spot on the
Arab map."
Other Oz novels include: Until Death (1971),
Touch the Water, Touch the Wind (1973) and The
Hill of Evil Cousel (19 6), which won him the
Brenner Prize for Literattil'e.
Many other novels have followed including his
latest, In the Land of Israel (1982).
·
· "Some of the current writers, including Amos Oz,
..
SEE WRITER, PAGE 5

~clip;====~~~===========~~~~~~
• X ·RAY VISION

South Seminole Community Hospital will X-ray Halloweel) candy on Halloween
night, October 31, from 7 to
10 p.m.
The hospital is located at
555 State Road 434 in
Longwood. For information,
c 11 the hospital at 834-1200.

rise from his coffin at 7:15
p.m. and perform his hit
video
song
"Formaldehyde". All trickor-trea ters will receive
autographed photos.
• WAL·MART CONTESTS

Wal-Mart located on East
Colonial Drive will hold an
adult Halloween Costume
giveaway contest on Oct. 31
from 7 to 8:30 p.m., and two
children's giveaway contests from 6 to 7 p.m.
Prizes will include $50,
30 and 10 in merchandise
for first, second and third
prizes for the adults and
25 15 and 5 in toys for
fir t, econd and third prizes
for the children in both conte
Free cola coffee and can-

dy will be available.

dorms.

•MOCK ELECTIONS

• KEEPING COURTESY

Student Government will
hold mock elections on the
Student Center Green Friday, Oct. 31from10 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.
Students can vote on informal paper ballots and the
results will be posted in the
Student Center after the
votes are counted.

Washington State University President Samuel Smith
refused to return his $12,000
Mercury "courtesy car," he
says was donated to the
school by a car dealer, and
then assigned to school officials by the athletic department.

• CHOW CONTRACTS

The Army apparently is
testing its food out on unsuspecting University of
Maryland students.
Two UM dorms got a
defense contract to let the
Army test out new recipes
on students in two campus

Smith said his case differs
from that of University of
Washington officials --- who
were forced to return their
free vehicles by a new interpretation of the state's conflict of interest law --because they received their
cars directly from the dealer,
not through fellow administrators.

• IRISH CONTROVERSY

Professor William Storey,
a founder of Notre Dame's
theology grad program, says
he retired in 1985 because
administrators cut the size
of his classes soon after the
publication of articles in
which he confessed to being
gay and an atheist.,
Storey displayed a letter
in which Theology Departmen t Chairman Father
Richard McBrien specifically said Storey could teach
only 12 grad students a
term.
"The only problem is I'm
gay and I had nerve to admit
it, '' Storey said in announcing he'd filed formal complaints against Notre Dame.
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CANOES
FROM PAGE 1
major, said, "I paid just as
much money to use the
equipment as they (clubs and
organizations) did and if I
want to use a canoe, I want to
be able to go and get one."
Ferrell said the handling of
the canoes is his major

concern.
"I personally don't think
the students want to do any
harm to them," he said. "It's
just when they take them off
the trailor or truck they may
scratch the bottom."

The Ultimate Unfimited Buff,et
antrounces

Kni9ht Ni9ht

.

"From my point of view,
the students are allowed to
take them out anywhere they
wish to.''

Buy one dinner. get second for half price.*
PLUS, Two-for-one cocktails with dinner!
Every Tuesday and Thu~day Night

The

Kni9litry Fare

Puzzle
Welcome to the rear
world, where no grades
are given, no withdrawls
available, and no
answers to lost issue's
crossword puzzle exist.

Unlimited Prime Ribs of Beef
Lobster Therrnidor
Baked Virginia Ham
Crabmeat Dewey
Barbeque Roast Loin of Pork
Pompano Pappillott~
Chicken T eriyaki
Haddock in Lemon Butter
Sweet & Sour Spareribs
PLUS, 55 itew fruit, cheese and specialty salad buffet
PLUS, fresh homemade F~ench Bread &Skyline Apple Muffins
PLUS, 3 Hours of Free Short Tenn Parking
Fi~t Dinner $13.95, Second Dinner
for $6.98
Served Seven Days A Week
5 PM-tOPM
•students, facultv and staff of UCF necJ
onlv show Univ~~ity 1.0. or business card,
or UCF Credit Union Member Card to
receive discount.

DANGER I

WARNIN& SIGNS Of STROKE
Dizziness or unsteadiness
A change in mental abilities
Numbness or weakness in face, arm or leg
Garbled speech or inability to speak
Eye problem - sudden dimness of vision in one
eye or double vision
Recent, severe headaches or change in
pattern of headache

... \~

~~':;:t.onso" mo~~~

~/,I
7'

UnHmH<d Prim< R;b
and S<afoQ<I

Orlando International Airport· 855-6761

For more information on stroke write Stroke Council,
American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box
42150, St. Petersburg, FL 33742

...

The largest and newest grocery
store in East Orlando.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator
Is Now Meeting
ANY Discounted Price!

•

-------------·-------------

•

• A Full-Service Deli & Bakery
• Party Platters & Sandwiches
• Open 24 Hours

•

•
•

• OLD MILWAUKEE BEER
6 pack 12 oz. $1.79
• GROLSCH 6 pack 12 oz. bottles $3.99
• SOFT 'N' PRETTY 4 pack 99¢

The Business Consultant A Whole New Idea in Calculators

F//dl

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

•

• CITRUS HILL ORANGE JUICE
64 oz. $1.29

JIMMY'S THRIFTWAY
A lam o Slzoppi ng Center

10681 E. Colonial Drive
658-9412

NOW In
Stock!

INTERNATIONAL &calculator
computer
2914 Corrinne Dr.
Orlando, FL 898-0081

•

•
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WRITER
FROM PAGE 3

• are

sending a message to society. That is what
makes him so important," Pelli said.
"His art studies modern man in Israel." he said.
''He discusses certain topics which are universal.
"Apparently he is very popular not only in Israel,
but in other countries,'' Pelli added.
Pelli said the the program at UCF is trying to
serve the Central Florida community. He .said it is

offered in cooperatation with other agencies in the
community.
"We are a non-denominational, educational
program," Pelli said. 'We are trying to cover the
wide spectrum of Jewish history."
The program presently consists-of 20 courses and
may be applied toward a minor in Judaic Studies.
He mentioned Gainesville's Judaic Studies
Center and expressed his desire to continue the
expansion of UCF's program.
"I hope we are putting UCF on the academic
map," he said.

'Some members of the community are
supporting us," Pelli said adding that the library is
building a Judaic collection.
Plans for future presentations include more
lectures and a possible film festi al of Israeli
movies.
Oz will speak in an public forum in the UCF
engineering auditorium on Friday Nov. 7 at 7 p.m.
The following morning he will give a seminar at 11
a.m. in the Board of Regents Room of the
Administration Building.

0

Help.

Our Cities.
Our Oceans.
Our Trees.
Our Towns.
Our Forests.
Our Rivers.
Our Air.
Our Mountains.
Our Plants.
Our Fishes.
Our Streams.
Our Deserts.
Our Lakes.
Our Tomorrows.

The Ultimate
Double Creature!
See Two Of The Year's Monster
Hits For The Price Of One.

Give a hoot.

Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. rtaJ

A telephone number, that is. 'Cause if you're at work when
the children come home from school, they
should know how to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And so will you.
For more information
write me, McGruif the
Crime Dog. (That's my mug McGrutr,~
on the right. Handsome,·
the Crime Dog
huh?) Crime Prevention
C> 1981 The Advertlslng Councll, Inc.
· Coalition, Dept. A,
A meeaage from t.h•
Crll!le Prevenuon
ttton,
Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
20850.

t.hla publ1cat.ton

a.n~e Ad Council

"An investment in
knowledge pays
the best interest!'
Your Government has published
thousands of book to erve America.
And now the Government Printing
Office has put together a catalog
of the Government's "Bestsellers"almost a thou and books in all.

Book like The Space Shuttle ai
Work, tarting a Business,
U.S. Postage ta:rnps, and
National Parks Guide and
Map. I dare ay there' even

TWfNTIITH CfNTURY fOX .BRANOYWINf
.JAMfS rAMfRON r AllfNS SIGOURNfY WfAVfR
JAMfS HORNrn GORDON r.ARROll, OAVIO GIUR . WAmR Hill • DAN WBANNON . RONAlO SHUSITT
JAMfS LAMfRON . DAVID GllfR WAlTfR Hill
JAMfS r.AMfRON GAlf ANNf HURO JAMfS r.AMfRON
BROOKSfllMS
DAVID CAO f BfRG THt HY JHf GOlOBlU GffNA DAVIS JOHN GITT
LHARlf S fOWARO POGUf DAVID LRO f BfRG STUART LORNfflO

5

information on one of my
favorite ubject -p1inting.
Find out what the
Government ha publi hed
for you- end for your
free catalog. WriteNew Catalog
uperintendent of cumen
w~ hington. D. . _0402
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MANAGE,

ECA
recently
won
contracts
to
manage
programs at Carson-Newman
College, Tennessee Tech,
Middle Tennessee State and
Walters State Community
College, all in Tennessee.

FROM PAGE 1
salary scale.''
Keeping campuses up
physically has indeed become
a major crisis for some
campuses. Colleges, trying to
cope with inflation in the
seventies and then federal
funding cutbacks in the
eighties, often have deferred
maintenance on their
structures and equipment.
Now
buildings
and
equipment have become so
bad that colleges can't afford
new ones. In 1984, architect
Harvey Kaiser, in his book
Crumbling
Academe,
estimated colleges needed $50
billion to rebuild themselves
after years of physical
neglect. The White House
Science Council concluded in
1985 that colleges needed
about $10 billion to renovate
themselves.
Two weeks ago, Virginia 's
Higher Education Council
estimated its state colleges
need $90 million to replace
worn-out buildings and
equipment.
Nicks figured ECA can
make maintenance cheap
enough for colleges to avoid
falling into disrepair again.
Colleges, Nicks estimated,
can save 10 to 30 percent off
their current budgets by
letting ECA manage the
maintenance instead of doing
it themselves.
The savings have gotten,
some campuses' attention.

''A lot of colleges use (these
programs) for a combination
of things ··· maintenance, the
total management process, to
strengthen and upgrade their
own management programs
···and they have proved very
beneficial,'' said Wayne
Leroy of the Association of
Physical
Plant
Administrators
of
Universities and Colleges.
But Leroy added ECA
would appeal mostly to
smaller colleges. Larger
campuses are more likely to
have a "fairly stabilized,
tenured work force that's
been in place for many
years. ''

With all the uncertainty
about what the court meant
and whether the Education
Department will act, many
campus women are bypassing
the federal government
altogether and pursuing their
discrimination complaints on
the state level, Vargyas said.

FROM PAGE 1
"Nationwide,' Vargyas
says, ''millions of dollars are
given to athletic departments
and athletes, but women get
only a fraction of what men
get."

They're being more
successful there, too. While
West Texas State women
were losing their federal case
last summer, Temple women,
suing under a state anti-bias
law, were making steady
progress through the courts.

"At Temple University,"
she adds, "nearly $2 million a
year is given in athletic
scholarships. Enormous
benefits are being denied to
women there.' '
But the Department of
Education's Office of Civil
Rights claims most schools
were in total compliance with
Title IX before the Grove
City decision.

"'II

1

KAPLAN!

STANLEY H KAPLA EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

The world's leading
test prep organization.

''The biggest problem on a
national level is enforcement.
There's so much backlog in
the Civil Rights office and the
administration is reluctant to
do anything.
Progress is quicker on the
state level, Cheng says.
"With state laws, students
did better even before Grove
City. States with their own
laws generally have a higher
percentage of women in those
programs most in question
such as athletics."

BUCKLED
SAFETY BELT !
A Life Saving Reminder From

THE FLORIDA COALITION
FOR AUTO SAFETY NOW
P. 0. Box 3927 •Tallahassee, FL 32315-3927
(904) 386-5044

Class starting

yourself a better shot
at grad school?
You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan.has prepared over 1 mil·
lion students for exams like the
LSAT. GMAT. GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
~

Twelve states ··· Alaska,
California,
Oregon,
Washington, Rhode Isalnd,
Florida, Illinois, Nebraska,
Wisconsin,
Maine,
Massachusetts and New
Jersey ··· now have thir own '
broad laws prohibiting sex '
discrimination in education.
~ A Publ ic rvice
Nearly 20 others offer
iiiJ fThi N w paper~
& The Advertisin g Council
narroV\.er protections, reports
Phyllis Cheng of the Project 1 - - - - - - - - - - - on State Title IX.

Raccoons
'
cant.

"Grove City hasn ' t
changed the attitude of most
schools," says Gary Curra,
the OCR's spokesman. ''Most
were pretty m1,1ch in
complaiance (with the law)
before, and continue as such
now.''

"I
don't
think
a
management company can be
as diversified as we are here,"
said Alton Leake, the
University of Virginia's
Vargyas charges the OCR
operations dire~tor.
isn't trying. "Title IX is not
being aggressively enforced.''
"We have our own cabinet
shop, locksmith shop, paint
Curran disagrees. His office
force, plumbers, plasterers investigates all complaints,
and electricians. It would be "but it's usually up to the
very difficult for a private schools to raise the question
firm to come in (and manage of jurisdiction.
our physical plant), and not as
practical''
And, of the huge number of
The company does manage complaints we receive, most
several kinds of academic are related to elementary and
programs, too, but not yet on secondary school issues '
a higher education level, rather
than
higher
education."
Nicks said.

Are you denying

Only you
c prevent
~-~' st fires.

WOMEN,

Alafaya Village

~

Shopping Center

LSAT Oct. 28
GMAT Nov. 3
GRE Dec. 16

678-8400
2238
Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

Thanks for Making Our Address
$
Your Address ...
c

Thank You!.ROBERT'S ICE CREAM (Handmade on the premises); I& M
VIDEO (Exciting Hollywood selection); HUNGRY HOWIE'S PIZZA (Tas·
ty and habit-forming· · Coming soon); STYLES OF THE TIMES (The new
hairstyle with the personal touch); ALAF A YA CLEANERS (Quick and effi·
cient service ': · Coming soon); TIEN GARDENS CHINESE
RESTAURANT (Affordable gourmet lunches and dinners); CRACKERBARREL STORES (Country-style eating· - Coming soon); DR. GEORGE
ALAN YARKO DDS (The latest in modern, professional dentistry); OXFORD'S (Innovative, unique restaurant and entertainment complex -- Coming soonl; HOLIDAY INN (Showroom and pre-opening office).

IF OU'RE AYING MORE
THAN THIS FO COPIES,

¥ U'RE GEm GBUFFALOED.
At KinkoS. we offer the h"2 est quality oopies
at a 11ery low pnce. And our staff has a friendly, helpful.
professional attitude you v;on' find anywhere else.
Try KinkoS.. fur great cnp1es. And great deals.

kinko•s

127 W. Fair anks
(Across from Bailey's)

MON.·FRI.: 7 A.M. · 9 P. .
SATURDAY: 9 AM. · 6 P. .
SUNDAY: 12 NOON · 9 P.

Plenty of off·street
lighted parking
628-5255

Alafaya Village
Shopping Ceoler
ia locaLed at Lhe
corner of Highway 50
Ea..t and Alalaya Trail
near CF, Central Florida
R~ch Park, • lulio
~

lta

W e.11 Lingbow.e

For leasing iDfonnatioo
on joining u.s at Alaiaya
Village Shopping Center
call Van Fulton at l305J
281-8229 or write
Alafaya Auociace.,
11602 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando. FL 32817.
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Mock State Elections

'

i

Graham vs. Hawkins
Martinez vs. Pajic
All State Cabinet Positions
All State Constitutional
Amendments

••

Student Government's

MOCK STATE ELECTIONS!!!
Friday, October 31 on the Green!

Student GovernDtent Hotline
If you have any problems, questions, or concerns about Student Government,
please feel free to call the Student Government Direct Hotline to Student Body

President Ira Smith at 275-5300 anytime. Take advantage of this student service,
because WE RE HERE FOR YOU!!!

Opinim,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·fitture~,
Will it be Paula
or Govenor Bob
on election day?
Think quick, what's Nov. 4 mean to you? I hope
you said Election Day, but for some reason it
wouldn't be a surprise if you didn't.
America is one of the few true democracies with
government by the people.
Two hundred years ago, our founding fathers
decided everyone should be able to vote. With
some revisions to insure the voting rights of
minorities including blacks and women, the United
States has continued to allow this treasured right.
Yet many Americans seem to treat this right as
a chore rather than a privilege. Perhaps there are
valid excuses for the public's failure to fulfill there
role as citizens of the United States, but most of
these are lame.
On the other hand, many Americans fail to see a
purpose in voting when it's impossible to tell one
political nightmare from the next.
In 1984 it was a droopy-eyed Mondale and his
first-time female running mate against the actor,
Ronald Reagan.
If only the Democrats could have placed an actor
in the running, he might have been able to steal the
show. Instead the highlight of the presidential race
was N.Y. Gov. Mario Cuomo's key note address to
the Democratic National Convention.
Currently we are faced with the same dilemma in
Florida. Republican incumbent Paula Hawkins is
following in the footsteps of Walter Mondale, and
Bob Graham is looking better everyday thanks to
her.
While Graham doesn't fit the vision of an ideal
politician, he does appear more promising than
Hawkins and her sob stories.
In the only debate between the two candidates,
Hawkins looked at the camera, and with watery
eyes told of Graham's inhumane treatment of poor,
innocent children while governor.
She made it seem Graham was responsible for
this tragedy when in fact there was little proof to
back the claim. Hawkins, in essence, played on the
voters' emotions.
Hawkins took advantage of the voter who votes
by feeling, not by fact and accountablity. Her
biggest downfall, however, was with the voter that
votes by appearance. Here Hawkins loses.
Graham always gives the appearance that he
knows whatr he is doing and what is going_,on, while
Hawkins always looks like she might float away at
any time." The person who might vote for such a
commanding figure would have to be pretty brave.
Please note that might is the key to all this.
Some will disagree with these political opinions,
and many may be quite upset, but most will have
no argument. The fact still remains few Americans
will vote on Nov. 4.
While this opinion is expressed in print, it has no
importance if it isn't backed up by action. Action
on your part is the only way to keep from being a
victim in November.
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Solution found tor Wild Pizza profit
Every once in a while I like to give a free plug to
campus organizations that do good work. My high
school pal, Brian Blau, is with the Scuba Club on
campus. He tells me they would really like to get
more students, faculty and staff involved with
their club. It sounds like a great way for students
to get to know faculty a little better. Brian can be
reached at 788-1090. Their next meeting is Nov. 19
· at 5 p.m. in HFA Room 126.
Frank Ladd, chairman of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, tells me the Society of
Automotive Engineers is gearing up for another
winning season in the Baja Buggy competition.
Student Government has been proud to sponsor
this program over the years. Frank would like me
to remind you that all students are welcome to
become involved with the Baja Buggy, regardless
of major.
I am happy to report that a satisfactory
resolution has been worked out in regard to the
Student Activity Center. President Colbourn has
agreed to a plan that calls~ for Student Center and
Business Services to work together, while
conforming to the original promise made three
years ago that specified the commission from the
Activity Center would go to the Student Center for
its programs. Thank you Dr. Colbourn.
How.about Homecoming! So what, we didn't win
the football game. We know that the players and
coaches did their best. If you ask me, which very
few people do, Coach McDowell showed a lot of
class going for the win instead of settling for a tie.
From where I was sitting, I saw about 8,100
students having a hell of a party out on the field.
Based on those numbers it cost us about $3.07 per
student to provide that service. I think that it was
money well spent. What do you think? Would you
like for us to proVide more programs like The

IRA D. SMITH
Life its ownself
Beach Boys concert? Let us know.
The message I received from you at the concert
is the students want to be involved with quality
programs at UCF. We are far from apathetic when
given the chance to express it. We are enthusiastic
about UCF today, and exited about what the
future holds.
·
The next phase of growth and recognition for
UCF is to develop relationships with our local
business community. Not everyone is ready to
become a Knights Booster, but we can still work to
develop relationships with them so we might help
facilitate their realization that UCF is the place to
be with if you expect to be somebody in Orlando.
We are not big enough to stand autonomously yet.
We need outside help.
Many people make the mistake of thinking that
hard work is where it is at. I have a surprize for
them. We are judged by what we accomplish. This
is a message that I hope the UCF Knights
Boosters take to heart. The Beach Boys concert
could have been sold out if the Boosters had taken
advantage of outside help. Instead they tried to do
it all on their own. The result was a loss of
thousands of dollars. It seems a shame, but
hopefully next time things will be run differently.
As a final note, The Athletic Fee Setting
Committee will meet with the Student Senate
today at 3:30 p.m. in the Knights Den to discuss a
possible fee increase.

•

•

Letters~r~~~~~~~~
• Monetary direction
Dear Editor:
This letter is directed toward
Student Government President
-' Ira Smith.
In an education environment
like this ... to erect
and
concentrate, and perpetuate a
large monied interest... must in
the course of human events
produce one or other of two evils:
the prostration of education at
the feet of athletics and politics;
or a change in the present form of
student government - both fatal
to the prosperity of American
universities. Does this sound
familiar?
I'm speaking of the 2.35
million propo ed for Part I of a
new Student Union. How about
lowering the outrageous costs of
textbooks? aybe more lighting

a

for a safer evening? Let's buy
UCF, it didn't materialize.
couple of decent ping-pong tables
Wait, there's more. When the
and antoher foosball game. Are Knights scored at 12:30 of the
these too much to ask from our fourth quarter to go ahead 28-20,
system?
why did coach Gene McDowell
elect to go for a two-point
Michael J. Yelland conversion when an extra point
Engineering would have given his team a nine
point lead.? After the missed twopointer, Wafford scored on a field
• Coaching errors
goal and touchdown (with the
Dear Editor:
two-point conversion) to grab the
One man's observations of the lead, 31-28. Had UCF settled for
31-28 homecoming loss to the extra points, a 41-yard field
Wofford:
goal by the always-dependable
Was that not an onside kick Eddie O'Brien on the game's final
attempted by UCF to start the play would have won it, 32-31.
second half? Leading 19-6, the
Coaching mistakes can cost a
Knights seemed to be in control, team just as much as, if not more
and the short kick would have than, poor play.
only given the Terriers great field
position and a chance to get back
Paul Owers
in the game. Fortunately for
Journalism
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1984 United Feature Syndicate

46
48
50
51
53
55

Lubricate
Boring tool
Evening: poetic
Portico
Go by water
Symbol for
nit on
56 Fright
59 Balances
61 Hinder
62 Spirited horse
DOWN

ACROSS

1 Comb, as wool ·
6 Climbing plant
11 Repaired
12 Bars legally
14 As a result of
15 Carousal
17 Drink heavily
18 Unusual
20 Sumptuous
meal
23 Born
24 Observes
26 Killed
28 Paid notice
29 Muse of poetry
31 Makes beloved
33 Run easily
35 Donated
36 Regard
.39 Tree snake
42 Hypothetical
force
43 Mistake
45 Mature

1 Fragile
2 Printer's
measure
3 Fuss
4 Old-time slave
5 Rims ·
6 French article
7 Exists
8 Unit of Siamese
currency
9 Midday
10 Come on the
scene
11 Antlered animal

I

by Michael Fry

CHEEVERWOOD

13

©
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13 Sows
16 Ivy League
university
19 Transactions
21 Warbled
22 Pertaining to
the tides
25 Mine excavatior
27 At no time
30 Musical drama
32 Eagle's nest
34 Beige color
36 Perch
37 Prepared for
print
38 Clothes: colloq.
40 Unlocked
41 Temporary
shelter: pl.
44 Harvests
47 Learning
49 Disturbance
52 Skill
54 Falsehood
57 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
58 Railroad: abbr.
60 Compass poiht

Solution for Tuesday's puzzle on page 4.

UNIVERSITY

SPECIAL

Wrangt¢J

Share the prints

DOUBLE PRINTS

WRANGLER Jeans Special
WERE $17.99 Pr.

w

NOW $11.99 Pr.

~NMRSITY

Coupon expires 11·7·86

@

ALL 1987 Calendars
r -

Double Print film Developing Coupon - - ,

I

On 110. I l6, disc, Of JSmm Color Prinl !loll Film ~lapin& (C_. I procu.• onfy)

12 E.spo. .

ft

Roll

c2• prints)

5
..•••.•.•••• 2. 99 I

IS hpo•an:Diac(30prints) •.•••.•••... 53.69 I
24 E.sposan Roll (48 prints) •..••.•.•.•. s5 .49
36 hpo•an: Roll (72 prints) •..•.••.•... s7 .99 I

I

__________________
limi1 one roll hh th1~
u n no• v.tlid with
:uw othrr upon l Limited timr offrr. k for
d uil . Coupon rcdr~ k at thb 1orc onl .

OFFER GOOD OcL 31st·

ov. 7th

I
I
I
I
I

.

2991

I

NOW 250/o OFF
~I:~

~

Coupon expires 11-7-86

FALL SEMESTER Regular Hours:
Monday & Tuesday: 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM
Wednesday - Friday: 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
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GllEK COINER
Pl lela Phi
A special thonk.s to SAE's ror a fontosllc
Homecoming! Thank you for the great
serenade I Woy to go Anfmol, you did great
jobl We love our new little sisters.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Whal can you soy SAE and Pl Phl we
dominated homecoming what a team!
Team 1 volleyball you're Ill
Hey KD's the natives ore restless JJ Mandato
you're doing a great job.

Need on apartment work neor Disney?
eed a roonvnole?
Check out Lake Vista Village Apts. right off
lhe Lk Buena V1Sla £xii. Roommates Avail
Call (305) 239-4168

own large bedroom In a
townhouse directly across lrom campus?!
Completely rurnlshed, easy-(lolng roommies t0< only 5125 plus X util. This could be
yours! Call 658-2411. For this llmlled time olrer, no lease requrled.
Do you wont your

Fire lhe londlO<dl Invest in o 2br 2bo
townhouse hot earns on A plus f0t convenience & location. Twin master suites Is on
efficient layout for students wnch prevents
m0<ntng qutblesl Coll for a ll the extras R-54
keys Flo Inc. 894-8153 Lynne Stephens
Relator-Assoclote 281-4771

MODELS - Cameo Agency, now screening;
exp. or lnexp. catalogs, magazines.
Brocoores; SSO-S75 .
629-6027
lo
Air Force hos offieer openings. For more information coll Msgt Homer 305-826-0342
PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Diamonds. emeralds. jewelery, etc. at a
whole sole price, coll after 6:00 p.m.
682-4088.
Pontiac Lemons '74'5750 Jo 273-6436

Roommate needed-S150. For own
bedroom - within one mile or UCF - female
over 20 preferred - nonsmoker - coll
273-8676 - (ofter 6 best)

Tul0<; physics: calculus; 275-6365
1979 Ford Mustang Ghio S200 or take over
pay. Coll Michelle 788-6062 new wldewoll
tires.
Beautiful brand new neon bar sign Orlglnal
Sl50 sacrifice S50 coll Todoyl
365-2309

Student Personnel AssoclaHon
Want to learn more about the way
employers think? Join the Student Personnel
Association. Come to the next meeting Nov.
5. See the board outside Phillip~ 344 ror
more Info.

S.T.R.A.T.A.
Church SI Station annual Halloween party
Friday October 31 1986. Advance tickets
S3.25 on sale al the Kiosk. Tell everyone. The
big party of the semester.

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes Invites
you to join us on Thurs al 6:45 pm In the new
Athletic Foclllty. Coll 275-7829 or 275-4174
ror more Info.

Mole roommate wonted, available from
beginning of November. for a seperate
room &. shared bathroom for S150.00 &.
S35.00 utllltles a month. The apt. Is behind
Pizza Hut, across from UCF. Call Gazi after 6
pm 273-8256

Sherwood Forest 3 bdrm 2 bath Hos wosherdryer microwave icemoker mostly furnished
or empty available Dec 1 Eat In kitchen
595-lurnlshed 575-empty
Call 339-7332 day 281-4181 night
Duplex Rent -2bdrm 2 bthrm 1 yr old washerdryer dishwasher mini-vertical blinds close
to UCF 390 mo coll days 290-0911 After 6p
862-3188
Duplex, Fashion Sq area, carpel private
yard, llreploce, 3 lg rooms. 320/mo discount for lease/mgr ph 896-3130
Moster bed room private bath den corpelair new home washer dryer use of kitchen
and house phone ofter 4
365-1941

TYPING SERVICE: AH work prepared on IBM
compatible PC. letter quality printer, disk
storage for revisions, WordPerfect software.
Resumes, general papers, legal documents.
etc.
CALL FRAN 774-9026

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 Avallablel
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
1206XT, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL-FREE HOT
NE: 800-351 -0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.

1968 Volienl, Stant G, 56,000 miles. runs
great. 5650.00. 647-0445
Room for rent-Geneva own both microwave
4yr old home 15 country miles from UCF 260
monthly 70 weekly pays all pets ok ph
349-9392

Typing services In my home. Reasonable.
Coll Ruth Richards - 894-7169.

Will remove lead vocals from ony stereo
and reproduce on lope call for Information
682-4088

co~

College Democrats
Membership open to all students. Meetings
are held every Wed. 6pm SC214. Any questions leave them on recorder by colling
275-4394. Still need volunteers fOf Graham's
campaign

•One mile from UCF campus •
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. ISM letter quality word
processing.
Fest • Professional • Accurate
WOROMASTERS 277-9600

$1RVfCES

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS (Results In 30 min.)
Abortion counseling. Not a medical raclllty.
Conlidenllality assured. Call CENTER FOR
PREGNANCY 648-2701 M-F 9-5, Sal. 10-2

Lakefront executive home for sale. Ski, fish,
swim on Lake Rouse just two minutes from
UCF. 4bdr/3ba on ~ acres. Many amenities.
Owners very motivated. Only S135,000I
Evenings and weekends. Must see 277-5219.

AIS PROFESSIONAL WRITING SERVICE
Write. edll, type and print
RESUMES. LITTERS. MANUSCRIPTS, ETC.
2 blks. west of Altamonte Moll on SR436
at Halloway Drive. Call 260-6550.
10% discount with this ad.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
• screening low cost, confidential services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florido Women's
Health Orgonlzollon
looking for work? Norrell Is looking for youl
Norrell Services hos many positions short
and long term. Never a contract or lee! We
can work with your schedule. Call Winter
Pork 644-3934. or Orlando 857-9110

Tutor: Spanish, several years experience. all
levels phone 682-4088

Work around your classes al o retail distribution center located near UCF. We need
people on o day to day basis. Hours are
7:30-4:00. Good pay &. bonuses! Nol on
agency/no fee. Coll lodoyl

SATISFY YOUR WANTSI
How to start and operate your own profitable business at home. Free details. M. P.
Associates P.O. Box 4636 S. Daytona, FL
32021

Tutor; physics; calculus; 275-6365
T.V. Sitcoms we'd llke to see:
Webster, Fla., In which o public administration major from Jacksonvllle becomes city
manager ot a small Florido town. He con
handle the rednecks-who! he can '1 handle
are the ex-Detroit Lion defensive lineman.
his splkey-hoired wife, and the Impossibly
cute little black kid they adopted.

STUDENT LOANS. 52500/SSOOO 273-3263
All ages. No credit. Insured plans.

I LOVE my Sigma Chi Lil' Sisters Jackie Golgel
and Kris Sargent. You both Mid a very
special place In my heart, and I'm glad
you're mlnel

TEAM SERVICES
898-2772

1985 Plymouth Horizon, a/c p/s 31000 ml.
Like new condition, 52000 down assume
Sl50.00 per month al UCF credit union.
Contact Jim Depuy x2425 or 365-4108.
1984 Dodge Coll, red, good condition
53500, 282-1027 betWeen 8am-3pm
Canoe green Mohawk 5175 now 277-0851

SB to start. College students needed now.
All majors accepted. Local students, Jrs./Srs.
prefered. Gain valuable resume experience. Can lead lo full time and mgl.
Own trans. needed. For Interview appclnlment 699-9807 - 3 - 6 pm.

Scotts and Ross soy "Congrats lo ALPHA
DELTA Pl's Homecoming QUEEN Chorysse
Wiley. The 'Big Q' will always be the Queen of
our hearts!"

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error free neatness. We use IBM Equip.
ment Leiter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Same day,
weekend and overnight service available.
Over 13,000 satisfied students. Call
671-3007.

Typing 5500.00 per week from home. For
Information send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Hornes Box 26130 Orlando FL
32816

I want to wish my Sigma Chi little brothers,
Tim Phillips and Jeff Boryslewicz o happy
Halloween. Don't let the gobbllns get you. I
love you.
·
Desiree
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CLASSIFICATION
0
0
0
0

ROOMMATES 0 FOR RENT
FOR SALE
0 HELP WANTED
SERVICES
0 TYPISTS
PERSONALS

Insertion dates: ________
$0.50 per line: Students, staff, & faculty
$1.00 per line: Non-students, & businesses
(Boldface extra)
PREPAYMENT ONLY

PLEASE PRINT one letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
1

To order classifieds multiply the total number of
lines by the appropriate rate. Send a check to The
Central Rorida Future Classifieds ... P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, Florida 32816 or stop by The
Central Rorida FUture Business office. Prepayment is required. The deadline for Tuesday· s
paper is 1:00 the Friday prior to publication, and
for Thursday· s paper 11 :00 the Tuesday prior to
publication. If you have any questions or comments, call Mike at 275-2601

Name and address:

2

3
4

5

Phone:

---------------------------~-------~----------------------------~----
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SUMMER
Tan
the
WOLfF
SYSTEM
Way!
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SPECIAL
Where The Sun Always Shines!
I
~~
()b
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(..,., TANNING SALON
Distributors of Wolff Sun System~
• Keep a Dark. Rich Ten All Year
• Clean. afe. o Burning
• Private Room and '.\.tu 1c
top · experience our , ·ew
. C -'.\I ·'h AGE Table. 1. t ,· 1~1L FKEJ-:

10 Visits
for $39.95

Expires Dec. 15, 1986

r-----------------1

•

TOWER PLACE

1st Visit

10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113

FREE

East of E. W. Expy. &

of Alafa a

282-6042
MON.- FRI.: 9A. .-9P.M.
SAT.: 9A.M.-5P.M.

Ill

VISA .,

I

-

&

Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup

ew customers only
Expires Dec. 15, 1986
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Golfers try
to play up
to potential

by Scott Wallin
The BA Beat, continued
CENTRAL
FLORIDA FUTURE
from Tuesday:
PREDICTION: FOURTH
Utah
UCF golf coach Tony
The Jazz, like Dallas, is on
Lanham said that if his men's
their way up building through
team can ''reach their
youth.
plateau" they stand a good
They are stocked up front,
chance of winning the Florida
where Karl "the Mailman"
Intercollegiate tournament.
Malone (14.9 ppg, 8.9 rpg)
The tournament, held
stole the show last year with
November 6·8 at Pelican Bay
his rookie performance. Add
Country Club in Daytona
in sixth man Thurl Bailey
Beach, attracts every
(14.6 ppg, 6 rpg), behemoth
collegiate golf team in
center Mark Eaton (8.5 ppg,
Florida.
8.4 rpg, 4.6 bpg) and newly
"I'm not satisfied with the
acquired Kelly Tripucka (20
way we're playing, "Lanham
p-pg) and the Jazz are
said, ' but I'm not panicking.
relatively solid. They
I know they have some good
Photo series courtesy of Chris Nlblock)Eoslem Progress
shouldn't miss the presence of
golf left in them.
Adrian Dantley.
"I look for them to come
Elgin Davis goes over the top against Eastern Kentucky, UCF's last away game. The Knights
The backcourt welcomes
together and hopefully have a
will try to break an away game losing streak of l O when they play VMI Saturday.
the return of Darrell Griffith,
good
Intercollegiate
who missed last year with a
tournament. If we can play up
foot injury. The Jazz already
to our potential, we can blow
have speedsters John
some people out."
Stockton (7. 7 ppg, 7.4 apg)
UCF quarterback Darin Slack ana the rest
The Knights' placed fifth
of the Knights are coming off their worst out of 12 teams in their last
and Rickey Green (11.7 ppg, by Scott Wallin
5.1 apg) at the point guard CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
outing of the season. UCF suffered an outing at the Embry-Riddle
embarrassing homecoming defeat to tiny Intercollegiate tournament.
spot. Throw in first round
NAIA foe Wofford College, 31-28 last UCF finished 14 shots behind
pick Dell Curry, and the Jazz
are solid here, also.
The UCF football team, losers of 10
weekend.
winner Brevard Community
In that game Slack threw five College.
This is a team that once straight away games, will take their act on
again needs chemistry to the road again this week in an effort to break
interceptions, one shy of the school record set
survive.
by Dana Thysen in 1982 against Bethunean unwanted tradition.
Lanham said that Yngve
PREDICTION: FIFTH
The Knights have not won an away game
Cookman.
Nilsson has been the only
since September 25, 1984 when they slipped
Sacramento
Reserve Tony Lanham filled in for Slack, golfer to play up to his
,.
The Kings, who have one of by Wes tern Kentucky 35·34.
but broke his pinky on an ex<;hange from potential so far. Nilsson shot
the largest fan bases, have
'This week's foe is Virginia Military
center David Bridges on.Lanham's first play a 230 in the Embry-Riddle
of the game.
made some off-season Institute (1-6), who gave the Knights their
tournament, 11 strokes off
Trent Bridges is VMI 's leading ground the leader. Joe Regner led the
changes in order to compete worst defeat in school history, a 69-0
gainer with 235 yards on 52 carries. Mark Knights with a 227 total.
with the Houstons and trouncing in 1982. That season, UCF
Stock leads Keydet receivers with 18 catches
L.A.'s. They acquired floundered with an 0-10 record.
for 450 yards.
Following the Pelican Bay
swingman Junior Bridgeman
VMI is a member of NCAA Division I-A.A.
UCF senior running back Elgin Davis tourney, the men will compete
(8.8 ppg), Franklin Edwards Last season, they finished 3· 7-1 and 1-4-1 in
needs 117 yards ,to break the 2,000 yard in the Florida Citrus Bowl at
(9 ppg) and Derek Smith, a Southern Conference competition.
.
.. ctreer mark. Davis already is UCF' s all-time Hunter's Creek Country Club
high scoring guard who was · After beating The Citadel 47-30 on October
leading rusher.
injured for most o( last 11, the Keydets have been blown out 74·9 in
in Orlando on November
Junior placekicker Ed O'Brien is only one 22-25.
,,, season, from the L.A. their last two games.
point away from becoming UCF's all-time
Clippers.
Leading VMI' s .passing game is Dave
leading scorer. He is now tied with former
These three whould blend in Brown (6·1, 195 lb. sophmore) who has
The women's squad will be
kicker Scott Ryerson at 150 points. Wide hosting the · UCF Lady
well with returnees Eddie completed 41 of 89 passes for 817 yards.
receiver Ted Wilson is second on the scoring Knights
Johnson (18.7 ppg), Reggie Brown has thrown 5 touchdown passes this
Invitational
list with 146 points.
Theus (18.3 ppg, 9.6 apg), year, but has been picked off 9 times.
November 16-19.
Otis Thorpe (9.9 ppg, 5.6 rpg)
and Lasalle Thompson (12.8
ppg, 9.6 rpg).
It's up to Coach Phil
Johnson to blend in this
by Scott Wallin
.. talented group.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
PREDICTION: SIXTH
San Antonio
This once-proud franchise
The UCF women's cross country
has turned to ashes around Men's soccer· UCF at Rollins College,
team finished second in the UCF
the Alamo. THe Spurs are Nov.2
Invitational meet held last weekend.
rebuilding their squad
Cross-town rival Rollins College will
Georgia State won the meet with 21
,. through the backcourt, which host the UCF men's soccer team (the
total points, followed by UCF with 43
is not the way to win NBA Knight's final match of the year) Sunday
and Stetson with 64.
championships.
at 2 p.m.
Leading UCF was Rose Vuoso with
The game may prove to be an intense
The backcourt is stocked,
a time of 20:58, followed by Julie
with Johnny Moore returning rematch of last year's game which ended
Houser (21:18). Georgia State's Terri
from a rare form of in a 1· l tie after a controversial offsides Men's and women's soccer coacn Jim Murrison set the pace for the 3.1 mile
meningitis. He'll join future call was not made.
Rudy leads his troops into their final run with a time of 19:10.
all-star Alvin Robertson (1 7
This year, both teams enter the game matches this weekend.
On October 17. Vuoso and Houser
ppg, 5.5 apg1 and top draft with similiar records. UCF sports a 8-5-1
earned All-State honun; at the State
attendance.
pick Johnny Dawkins of record while Rollins is at 8-4-1 thus far.
The Ladies need to sweep the three meet held at the University of South
The Tars will be led by Oluvien Klvasn
Duke.
~
visiting squads to qualify for the 12·team Florida.
While the backcourt is who has eight goals and four assists
NCAA tournament.
UCF Coach Dana Martin said the
ettled, the frontcourt is not.
Defensively, Rollins has allowed 19
After losing to top-ranked UNC Lady Knights would have fared
Mychal Thompson (14.7 ppg, goals in thirteen games. Sam Hocking Sunday, the 12-3-1 Lady Knights come better in the UCF Invitational had
7.4 rpg), acquired from will be defending the Tar's goal.
into the match ranked 10th in the nation, Cindy Gaskill been able to
.. Portland, will bolster a front
participate. Gaskill, one of UCF's
falling from seventh.
·Kathy Johnson
line that includes center Artis
'We have to turn our three good best runners, missed the · meet
Gilmore (16.7 ppg, 8.5 rpg)
matches," team captain J oEllen because of an illness.
nd forwards Mike Mitchell
Murchland said. "We have to look at
Martin added that this meet is a
(23.4 ppg) and David Women's soccer- UCF tournament,
where we're going. These are very great preparation for the conference
Gr nwood (7.9 ppg, 7.8 rpg). Nov. 1·2
importent games for us. We've set our championship held November 8 at
Th basic fact remains: the
The UCF women s soccer team will
goals as a team this week, and we'll reach UCF. Other teams in the conference
pur are weak in all areas. host a tournament this weekend with
them this weekend."
include Mercer, ·Georgia Southern,
Th y'll need a lot of help Barry University, Texas A & M and
Florida A & M, Stetson and Georgia
for they gain any ground. George
ashington University in
·Scott Broden State.

Away game blues, a UCF tradition

Women 2nd·
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.Friday, October 31
TO BENEFIT:

PRIZES FOR
BEST COSTUMES !

t

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY ®

Party fr~m
8 p.m. till 1 a.m.
(Tickets available at the Kiosk.
$5.00 in advance, $6.50 at the door.)

$5,000 IN PRIZES:
•

•
•
•
•

Memberships to World of Fitness
Minolta camera from Copytronics
10 speed bicycle
Two roundtrip tickets on Florida Express

• Weekend vacations at: Sonesta Villiage,
The Hilton Inn, Quality Inn
• $300 gift certificate from H.l.S. stores
• Cellular car phone

Promotional items courtesy of:

Coke

UCF'S HALLOWEE

PEPSI

A TY!

The entertainment and feature supplement of'*rhe Central

Florida Future

The actors sit huddled onstage,
whispering to one another, fiexing muscles and lounging comfortably as their director, Dr.
Marilyn McKay, warns of the
dangers of theater:
During the performance if you
hear the audience coughing then
you know they are bored. If they
rustle in their seats, then they
can't hear you. Speak up, enunciate, concentrate on your
vowels.
The actors listen. They fidget.
This is a dress run-through. The
mood is subdued. They concentrate on their lines. Nervous te
sion fioats through the sea -·
folding. As McKay des ·
the empty auditori
the cast alone o
first time,
ingly w ·

meo ·&Juliet

id the scaffolding

Photos by Donna Calloway

Kay is buoyant. All is well with
' eo and Juliet. The costumes and
"t are intriguing, and of the
__ehearsals and cast she says,
, . "'tExtremely demanding. Those pom;
actors are exhausted after a
:· ,rehearsadaptation of R<,Jmeo and
/ Juliet will be presented in what is
· known as a "rehearsal mode."
The traditional approach to
Shakespeare is through Victorian
costume and scenery: heavy ornate
skirts, purple showy tights and a
backdrop of vaguely Roman columns
with, of course, a prominent balcony.
But McKay's Shakespeare features
something more intriguiging. The
audience is given Romeo and Juliet in
its fully realized form, but not with
the typical Shakesperean pomposity.
The look is much more simple and
much more endearing, as if it were a
dress rehearsal. The actor~ wear
sweatshirts and sneakers, carry
aluminum cans on sticks as torches,
and wield obviously fake swords.
"What we've tried to do," says
McKay, "is keep the vitality and
spontaneity of rehearsal.''
The set is a scaffolding, identical to
the scaffolding used on construction
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sites, except that it is layered and
designed to be moved easily by the
cast during the production. The
changes in set layout during the
performance are minor. Wooden
platforms are carefully stacked to
represent anything from the balcony
to a ballroom to the notorious tomb.
A layer of scaffolding might be
moved into the foreground to serve as
the Shakesperean equivalent of a
soapbox. Basically the set remains
the same throughout the show. It
always resembles scaffolding. Only
the actors' performances will
convince us otherwise.
Set Designer Joseph Rusonck says
the set challenges the actors. He says
that the cast must transcend the
rehearsal look so that the audience
forgets the mundane look of the
scaffolding and concentrates on the
beauty of their production of
Shakespeare.
"We took it out of the heavy
romantic mode," McKay says, "and
moved it into a more contemporary
look at Romeo." She wants to avoid
the tone of Franco Zefferelli's lusty
film version, and concentrate on the
action.
SEE PLAY PAGE 2
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''Shakespeare is so unique
that you just can't freeze it in
time. We didn't want to
locate it in any specific time
or place. We tried to move it
into a more 20th century
reality of what the selfishness
of adolescence does . ''

•
BRA DO
BALLOO
FESTIVAL
The Tampa Tribune Brandon
Balloon Fe tival will be h ld 0 t.
31 through o . 2 at th Florida
tate Fairground in Tampa.
Featured at the Balloon Fe th·al
will be The 'itty Gritty Dirt
Band at p.m. on.Oct. 31: Coun·
try Star EXILE at 3 p.m. and
p.rn. on Nov. 1, Ch ap Trick at 7
p.m. on ov. 2. Admi ion i
$3.50 for adult . Children 12 and
under are free.

Why these changes? It is
really
not
all
that
experimental, McKay says.
Though the production of
Romeo and Juliet is different,
she is a purist. The language
will hardly be touched.
"It offends me sometimes,
but I don't think you can
clutch things to your breast
forever t hat don't work
anymore. In a modern society
there are just things that are
so archaic in the language
that, in order to understand it
or to appreciate (it), you
sometimes have to do a little

trimmimg. When we start
cutting it's like cutting off
your fingers. You don't want
to do it, but in order to keep
the audiences involved in
terms of the theatrics of
Shakespeare, as opposed to
the literary qualities, you
have to trim.' ' Of the story
and scenes which aren't
necessary, McKay says,
"Since everybody knows the
story I don't feel particulary
bound to keep in the
redundancies."
McKay's concept of Romeo
und Juliet is demanding on
the actors. Not only are the
language and the sparse
props, costume and scenery
challenging, but so are the
entrances and exits of
characters. There are none.
Every actor remains onstage
for the duration of the
productio:v.
' 'Since nobody ever goes
offstage and the entire
company stays onstage for
the entire two hours of the
p erformance watching ,
sitting
am ongst
the
scaffolding. W wanted this
ensemble feeling becau we
have 18 actors playiri 26
roles so that people are

•FLORIDA STATE AIR FAIR
The 22nd Annual Florida State
Air Fair will be held Nov. 1 and 2
at the Kissimmee Municipal Air·
port off Highway 192, 15 minute
east of Interstate 4 and Walt
Disney World. Gate prices are $7
for adults and $5 for juniors on
Saturday, $9 for adults and $7 for
juniors on Sunday. Children
under 12 are admitted free with
an adult both days.
Pho to by Donna Callo way

Romeo (David Whitehead) works out his lines on stage with the other actors in Romeo
and Juliet UCF Theatre's first performance of the season.

doubling. We will see one guy
will have one look one time
doing one role, and another
time he '11 be doing another
role, and all he is doing is

The challenge to the
Whitehead delves heartily
students is especially into his character. You can
exceptional. Because they are sense the weakness and pain
students, there are usually despite his dominating
classes and homework and . presence. While McKay and
tests. On top of this, the the cast listen, he painfully
changing hi~ body shape, his nightly rehearsals are describes the torture of
attitude, and a little bit of his strenuous. Juliet, played by Juliet's death. He is in
costume.'' The actors are Nicole Soloman, says it is character, but speaking our
forced to sit or stand still difficult to come to rehearsals language:
during scenes that don't after a day of classes. But she
The director's job, McKay
involve them. They must, for says, "I love it." Solomon is
the two hours, be continually an radio and TV senior who is says, is to act as the eye of the
considering transfe~ring into audience. "If I see something
in character.
theater. Romeo is played by that doesn't make sense .(or)
Romeo and Juliet is anthropology major David that is not logical I have to fix
appropriate for students, Whitehead. Onstage, during
McKay says. The UCF rehearsal, he shines.
it. I have to find the solution
production of Shakespeare is
for them.
The actors "noodle." This that will make it logical. If a
is the theatrical equivalent of move or a word work
"Our students don't have a psychoanalyzation. The together, I have to figure out
lot of opportunity to see the director sits onstage with the
Greeks and the Ibsens and actors and shapes the
the Chekhovs so that's part of production. She goes from
character to character,
the teaching."
through every scene and
every action, helping the
Why Romeo and Juliet?
"(The play) has more roles actors to realize their
of a compatible age than most characters. She helps them
of the other Shakespeare. We discover their characters'
didn't want to do a comedy. motivations through precise
We wanted to do something questioning. ' 'How does the
heavy for our majors. We Friar react to Romeo ' s
wanted to do something that presence? and Why?" Then
was within their grasp. McKay spins quickly in her
Somet hing that they could chair to face Romeo. " How do
succeed at."
you feel about the deaths?"
why and make t hem work
together. If I can't make
sense out of what they are
saying I have t o figure out
why."

In Romeo and Julie t,
though the production is
daring, McKay retains the
integrity of Shakespeare's
language and story.
''The first part, which
constitute acts 1 and 2, is
very much a romantic comedy
in the vein of As You Like I t
or Twelfth Night. The second
part, 3, 4 and 5, is the
tragedy. This was an early
play of the Shakespeare in the
sense that he was still looking
at forms and changing forms.
So it's bawdy."

Photo b

Nicole Soloman captures an emotional moment as Juliet on stage.

Of the tragedy, or maybe
the comedy, Juliet says it's
fun but, "I have a hard time
dealing with the love scenes.
Y'know, kissing a stranger."

• YOUTH ORCHESTRA
The Florida Symphony Youth Or·
chestra II, under the direction of
Restel Bell, presents a concert at.
the Maitland Civic Center at 4
p.m. on Nov. 2.

• CIVIC THEATRE
On Nov. 15 from 10 a.m. to noon,
the Civic Theatre Drama
Academy presents its second
Saturday Special Workshop,
Doors to Disney. George Koller,
staging choreographer of Enter·
tainment Show development at
Walt Disney World, speaks on
the opportunities in entertain·
ment with WDW, including pro·
cedures and some basic how·to 's.
The cost is $5 and the workshop
will be held at the Civic Theatre
complex in Loch Haven Park. Call
896·7365 for information.

•AMADEUS
Civic Theatre presents its second
play of the season, Amadeus. A
powerful drama about Mozart's
life and death as seen by his most
bitter rival ··· court composer
Salieri. Amadeus will appear at
the Civic Theatre on Nov. 7
through Nov . 23. Curtain time is
8 p.m. and tickets are $9 and $10
($6 for students 21 and under).
For informat ion call 896·7365.
• THE BREVARD COUNTY
FAIR
Willie Nelson will appear on stage
at the 1986 Brevard County Fair
on Saturday, Nov. 8 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are on sale now at all
Florida Select-A-Seat locations.
Ticket Prices are $15 per person
and, if purchased before Nov. 8,
admission to the fair is free. The
fair will be located at I-95 and SR
520 in Cocoa and it runs from Oct.
30 through Nov. 9.
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Aries, (March 21-April 19). Highlight
on veggies and health clubs. Your
armchair quarterback days are
numbered. You will meet a stranger
wearing a very loud shirt, short
pants, and no socks with hairy legs.
Follow the money.
Taurus, (April 20-May20). You will be
discovered by a Hollywood agent and
asked to star in a funk video of a
remake of a Sam Cooke song. You will
teach America how to get down, stay
down, roll around and wear polyester
suits. Make sure your socks match.
Gemini, (May 21-June 20). You will
have a strange desire to listen to Bay
City Rollers records and wear a kilt.
You will be attracted to foggy moors.
Be wary of people named Les.
Cancer, (June 21-July 22). You will
fall asleep in class and dream of
Bananarama and/ or Nell Carter. You
will wake up wilth spiral notebook
marks on your face. Change your
political affiliation.

j

Help Woodsy

maa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~g¢~clb~~y~stow~.

MADAME Z

Dweezil Zappa will annoy ou.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). omeone
hinks you 're going someplace alone
together, but actually you had
..a..\~~..__ __:__ _ _ _ _ __.::___"'--_.=__::.__.:~..::.,...J planned to bring others along. Be
tolerant if they're confused and a
Leo, (July 23-Aug. 22). Resist the a man, you might want to consider little bit hurt. An exam result gi es
urge to "jump someone's bones." buying a trench coat - it's a sure way ~ ou reason to cheer.
This is more than likely illegal. Rent a to be the 'straight-man" of the '80s,
video of Damien: The Omen II. Keep or at least what's left of them. You Aquarius, (Jan. 20-Feb. l ). Tr being
moral values close at hand, you will will do something "furry" on nice for a change, foreign women will
Halloween, possibly on the Space notice. It's 1986, anyone with long
need them often.
hair is a mega-prat (i.e. not very
Virgo, (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Beware of Coast.
female senators struggling to hold on Scorpio, (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). Eat more stylish at all). Accent on the 'Bold
to their jobs. You thought you were kumquats. Watch your banana New City of the South" (a.k.a.
going someplace alone with someone, intake. If you've got a mantra, now s Jacksonville).
but they planned on bringing friends the time to chant it. Beware of
along. Calm down, you've been healthy foods, they could ruin your Pisces, (Feb. 19-March 20). Look
beneath the surface for a change.
assuming the wrong things, like you reputation.
There's no need to dread tall men
always do.
Libra, (Sept. 23-0ct. 22). A bum will Sagittarius, (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Listen with glasses. You may have a future
give you some good advice. Watch to Sade's "Hang On To Your Love." with The Central Florida Future, or
out for men in trench coats. If you're Remember that one little baby will some other disreputable publication.
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Thanks to you... it works ...
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WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT
f

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 iO¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS
. I

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM

50 cent DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
.
FREE FR.OZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY
LIP·SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.

FRIDAY MIAMI
VICE PARTY ·
WATCH THE SHOW·ON
WIDE SCREEN T.V.!
CONTESTS, PRIZES
lk T-SHIRTS

SATU RDA Y NIGHT·
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY.
NO COVER
CHARGE

U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 ,PRICE ENTRANCE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blosso111 Tr .• Orlando. FL 32809
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TV rolls into rock era using technopop to sell
BY TIM RILEY

College Press Service
Rock on television has always been
loaded with contradictions. News
reports of the Parents Resource
Music Committee's attack on rock
albums last year, for example, were
interrupted by ads featuring rock 'n'
roll soundtracks. The strength of the
music still can be measured by its
popularity as much as by how it
intimidates people.
Time was when television scorned
the music or tried to make it
" acceptable" by containing and
controlling it:
Steve Allen shamed Elvis Presley
by having him sing "Hound Dog" to
a basset hound in 1956. Dick Clark's
American Bandstand played mostly
white copies of songs for a clean-cut,
all-American, safe audience. Presley's
first few hits were explosive, but his
movies were deliberate bores.
When the beatles appeared on the
Ed Sullivan Show in 1964, they
changed all that. The magic of their
success
was
its
utter
unpredictability. That they were on
national television at all seemed too
good .to be true.
.
Still, it wasn't long before John,
Paul, George and Ringo showed up as
predigested Saturday morning
animation characters. It's hard to tell
whether the Monkees were based on
"A Hard Day's Night" or their
cartoon counterparts.

Now 30, rock 'n' roll has entered
middle age, and Madison Avenue has
finally wised up to the music's selling
potential. Today we here rap on
McDonald's commercials, synth pop
on Vidal Sassoon ads and
Springsteen soundalikes selling
Chryslers. A black teenager leaps into
the familiar David Lee Roth toetouching split in a Bounce spot to the
tune of Van Halen's ''Jump!''
Music videos and Hollywood
probably did the most push to rock 'n'
roll into the mainstream. The Big
Chill soundtrack surpasses sales
expectations, and soon the rest of
Hollywood started using simple rock
'n' roll songs instead of the thunder of
John Williams Star Wars scores. In
Witness, Harrison Ford danced with
Kelly McGillis while singing along
with Sam Cooke's "Wonderful
World." Top Gun features Tom
Cruise seducing the same actress to
the Riteous Brothers' "You Lost
That Lovin' Feelin'." Rob Reiner
revived Ben E. King's ·"Stand By
Me" for his current film of the same
name.
Videos are the best commercials for
the music, so it's not surprising they
soon turn into commercials for other
things.
Any big-product pitch now has the
fast cuts and rythmic visual pans
first perfected in rock videos.
It would be easy to dismiss TV's co-
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Chop 'n save. I
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Present this ad and you'll pay for only
when you order lVIO
one. Each comes with
Sukiyaki Steak and ~ appetize1 soup,
Chicken dmners ~· ~·
salad Japanese
at S~4.95,_ or two ~ • vegetables and
Suk1Sa~1 Steak ~~~ Green Tea.
a~d hnmp ~~, Offu expires
dmners atS16.95,
June 30, 1987.

l

j,...,,}}

SAMURAI
JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE
3911 East Colonial Drive, Or Call 896.9696
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I
C.F.F. I

--~--------------·

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.

: _Ir:itemational Youth Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families. Go to new schools.
Make new friends.
If you're between
15 and 19 and want to
help bring our world
together, send for
infonnation.
Write: YOUTH E 'CHANGE
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

!1

opting of rock 'n' roll as a simple mention the brand name they're
ripoff except for one thing: some of backhandedly endorsing.

Levis 501 Jeans ad
series
slick, videoconsc1ous impressions --is tasteful at best and
inoffensive at worst. It
features four teenage
guys doing an engaging
doo-wop routine that
makes Billy Joel's "The
Longest Time" sound like
a ballpark organ.
pops foremost figures are prime
accomplices in rock's gentrification.
Take the Pepsi pack: after Michael
Jackson turned "Billy Jean" into a
soft drink video, Lionel Richie
responded with his own two-minute
extravaganza, a sort of perverse
competition for who could turn out
the hippest cola groove. Not to be
upstaged, Michael J. Fox can be seen
flipping a meteaphorical finger to a
hushed library by swishing an empty
Pepsi can into the garbage. Party pals
Don Johnson and former Eagle Glen
Frey find themselves stranded as a
disco jammed with screaming women,
so smug they don't even have to

It's one thing to turn "Billy Jean"
into a commercial. It's another to
tout yourself as a God-fearing
Jehovah's Witness encased in a
"Fountain of Youth" capsule on the
cover of the National Enquirer when
you've just signed a multimilliondollar contract to hawk a sugar-laden
carbonated syrup. As if that weren't
enough, Jackson, who owns the rights
to the Beatie song catalog, recently
gave permission for "Help!" to be
used in a Pontiac commercial.
Captain Eo is degrading pop in more
ways than he's advancing it.
These days, some of rock's better
moments on television come from
unlikely places. Paul Shaffer of "Late
Night with David Letterman" often
sneaks hardcore material like Jimi
Hendrix's "If Six Was Nine" and
George Harrison's "Taxman" as he
moves the show into its commercials.
Miller Beer used two deserving
groups in commercials that promoted
regional sounds that aren't often
promoted: the working class streets
of Boston for the Del Fuegos and the
rootsy pioneerism of California's
Long Ryders. In both cases the ads
SEE .ROCK PAGE 8

Earn & Learn
with
SONY PRODUCTS
This is a tremendous opportunity to align yourself
with a world leader in consumer electronics·.
We are looking for bright, aggressive students to
work weekends demonstrating the.latest in Sony's
Video Camera/Recorders at retail establishments
in your area.
Technical experience is not a prerequisite! If you're comfortable
with cameras, recorders or
video equipment of .any kind
- great. But what you'll be
demonstrating is specifically
designed by Sony to be simple,
efficient, and fun to use.
You will be instructed in a special
seminar right in your area. Everything
you need to know will be presented.

The lntemati nal Y uth Ex hange.

If you enjoy introducing others to new ideas that
can add hours of pleasure to their lives ... then this
job is perfect for you .

I

Please phone today, 1-800-524-2608 XT. 504 and
we'll arrange an interview.

An equa opportunity employer M/FN/H

•

•
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Chicago fans better
off with old hits
RY

BE

BROTEMARKLE

Alburns

Any group or performer
who has remained acti e f o r - - - - - - - - - - two decades deserves a
certain amount of respect.
Unfortunately, some of these
The band has just released
entertainers lose their it's latest album, Chicago 18.
creative energy long before Unfortunately, the songs on
they stop performing.
this record are just about as
imaginative as the album
For many years the group title.
Chicago was a unique band Most of the lyrics on the
mixing jazz with rock. The album's 12 songs are filled
band's powerful horn section with trite cliches. The music
was an essential part of is not much better.
Chicago's sound.
The opening song "Niagra
Later in their career, the Falls" has inspiring lines
members seemed more such as ''As long as Niagra
interested in making hit Falls, as long as Gibraltar
records than innovative stands, 'til hell freezes over,
music. The change was I'll always be your man."
acceptable however, since the Musically the song sounds
songs were solid pop-rock like any one of Chicago's
other Top 40 releases of the
material.
past several years.
Last year, when Peter
Despite a truly boring
Cetera left the band, many
people believed Chicago musical arrangement, the
would break up. Instead the lyrics to "If She Would have
group began searching for a Been Faithful" come closer to
new lead singer. Mr. Mister's being interesting than any of
Richard Page and Starship' s the album's other songs.
Mickey Thomas were among Lines like "If she would have
the vocalists asked to join but been faithful, If she could
have been true, I would have
declined.

been cheated, I would have
Unable to replace Cetera, missed out on you" describe
band members Bill Champlin the ironic good luck of losing
and Robert Lamm now do the a lover.
singing.
SEE ALBUM PAGE 8

McDonald's® of Union Park
Has a Special Deal
Just for You.

~

Featuring: HELIUM FILLED

3' Jumbo Pumpkin

Sale$ 999
10 / 31/86 _, "\/\./\.f..N\IV \f\f\~l\
Toy Filled
4
or Treat
11'' Latex
1ai• Mylar
KISS BALLOON Trick3ags
Balloons
aallQons
Sale ends'?

9438 E. Colonial Dr.

13/10 mi. east of E/W Expwy.)

Sale 50~

27:J·06SS

Sale 790 Sale $1.99

BALLOONS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
OVER 100 DESIGNS IN STOCK

MQn -Fri 9AM-5:30PM
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

COMPLETE HAIR CARE SERVICES
(we use Nexus & Sebastian products)

11790 E. COLONIAL DR.

277·3766
STUDENT

M·W-F:

10·6

DISCOUNTS

J.TH:

10·7

SAT:

9·4
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LSD: The government's secret drug addiction
BY ANDREW BRESLAU

College Press Service
As the latest wave of anti-drug fury
sweeps the nation, a book chronicling
the history of LSD --- and how the
very government that's leading the
charge against drugs today used to
feed drugs to its citizens -- is flying
off the shelves and filling up campus
lecture halls.
Acid Dreams: The CIA, LSD and
the Sixties Rebellion recounts in
unprecedented fashion the little-told
story of the U.S. intelligence
community's longstanding and
intimate relationship with the
powerful hallucinogen.
To tell the story, authors Martin A.
Lee and Bruce Shlain obtained some
20,000 pages of once-classified
government documents, and
conducted interviews with many
leading figures of the . sixties
counterculture.
Of course, when one thinks of LSD
one thinks of Haight-Ashbury, the
Summer of Love, the Grateful Dead
and Timothy Leary --- the Pied Piper
of the flower children --- who touted
acid as a benevolent mind expander, a
chemical for including religious

who wanted to dose thousands of
experiences.
But there were others who had very American subway riders with
different ideas about what to do with "madness gas" (an aerosol version of
LSD) just to see what would happen.
LSD.
Unsubstantiated charges that the
"Fifteen years before the hippies
started dropping acid,'' Lee notes, Army actually slipped LSD to
"the CIA and the Army were utilizing
the same drug not to expand the mind
"Fifteen years before
but to control it. This is the central
irony of LSD -- that it's been used the
hippies started
both as a weapon and a sacrament."
dropping acid the CIA
Beginning in the forties under the
auspices of programs with such Bond- and the Army were
like appellations as "MK-ULTRA" utilizing the same drug
and "Operatoin ARTICHOKE," the
CIA sought to develop a "speech- not to expand the mind
inducing drug for · use in but to control it. This is the
interrogations." After working their
way through cocaine, peyote, heroin, central irony of LSD --- that
uppers and downers, the spymasters it's been used both as a
even tried a marijuana extract called
and
a
"TD" before dismissing it as too weapon
unpredictable for the espionage trade. sacrament."

Possibly the most intriguing
character is Capt. f\lfred N. "Cappy"
Hubbard, a crewcut, pistol-packing
LSD Johnny Appleseed.

Martin A. Lee
Author

Hubbard, and admirer of J. Edgar
Hoover, was one of the most ardent
and persuasive proselytizers of LSD' s
transcedent possibilities. During the
fifties, he gave the drug to people
from all walks of life, including
Aldous Huxley and Vancouver's
Catholic
archbishop,
who
subsequently recommended the
experience to his parishoners in a
letter.

Lee and Shlain trace the path of the
drug's development through people unknowing citizens --- causing a few
like Maj. Gen. William Creasy, chief of them to develop mental illness --officer of the U.S. Chemical Corps, still abound. There's also the hapless

SEE BOOK PAGE 8

Then, in the early fifties, the CIA
took notice of Dr. Albert Hoffman's
chemical problem child: LSD-25.

Lemmon comes alive _
in realistic That's Life

NOW IN ORLANDO
NEW YORK'S NUMBER "1"
ELECTROLOGIST
Specialists exclusively using the Insulated Bulbous Probe
Technique, for immediate permanent results with comfortable
treatment resulting in smooth skin with no scarring.

BY MICK CROWLEY

Director Blake Edwards'
latest film, That's Life,
combines a good screenplay
and a solid cast with excellent
direction in what is his best
film since Victor Victoria.
That's Life brings us into '
the life of Harvey Fairchild,
(Jack Lemmon), a man facing
the crossroad in his life as he
turns 60 and shows the
changes this brings to him
and his family. The problem is
most of these changes are
more imagined than real, and
the fun begins as he sets out
to solve his problems.
During the course of the
film, he goes to church to find
the priest is a former
roommate who used to abuse
him in college, he encounters
an overly amorous fortune
teller, and he attempts to
bicycle himself to death.
Within a subplot coinciding
with Harvey's mid-life crisis
appears a more real and
serious problem facing his
wife, played Julie Andrews.
She plays a professional
singer worried that she may
have throat cancer, but does
not tell anyone until she is
sure. Her attentive listening
to Harvey's self-indulgent
whining while remaining

experiments of Dr. Joll West, a
former CIA contract employee, who
once killed an adult elephant with a
massive shot of the drug. Dr. Paul
Hoch advanced the science by
lobotimizing mental patients before,
during and after administering LSD
to them. Hoch went on the become
New York's commissioner of mental
hygiene.

·Movies

TREATMENT GUARANTEED
Also features TRS for losing inches in those difficult areas for men
and women while relaxing. Other benefits · eliminates cellulite and
relieves pain from PMS, arthritis, sciatia, rheumatism and tense
back and neck muscles.

silent about her situation
adds a strong and dramatic
touch to what would
otherwise be a light comedy.
All the acting in That's Life
is superb, but Lemmon's
character, the funny neurotic
that has appeared in nearly
all his recent movies, really
makes this movie shine. The
family's characters are wellplayed by some of Lemmon' s
and Andrews' real-life
children. Sally Kellerman
plays their eccentric neighbor
and Robert Loggia portrays
the alcoholic priest.
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PRIVATE ROOMS, CLINICAL APPROACH AND STERILIZATION ASSURES UTMOST CONFIDENCE

Recommended by Physicians-Featured Frequently in Leading National Magazines

UCF DISCOUNTS WITH UCF I.D.
50% OFF on First Treatment or Session
10% OFF an ALL Future Service through 1986
Introducing Lilieth L. Brooks,
Manager and experienced electrologist, relocated from the original New York Office.
&

FREE CONSULTATION
DAYS, EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS

682-6018

978 Douglas Dr. Ste. 102
Altamonte Springs
(Between 434 & 436, 1 blk. W of I-4)

NEW YORK, N.Y.

JACKSONV.ILLE, FL

That's Life is a definite r - - - - - ' - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ . . :_ _ _ _ _ _ __
improvement for Edwards,
who recently has been
responsible for such disasters
as S. 0.B. and the recent A
Fine Mess.
IT'S 11:001 DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR PLANETS ARE?

AsTROLOG ICAL CHARTS

Natal Charts consist of a 12 to 15 page individual analysis of you or someone else that Includes the
horoscope wheel and Illustrated supplements explaining the basics of astrology.
Compatabllity Charts consist of a 10 to 12 page analysis of a relationship between two people - spouse, lover, friend.
In addition to your name, address and phone number, send us the following Information for each
computer generated astrological chart you are requesting. If you want a compatabllity chart. sup~
ly the same information for both people, including the city where the relationship Is taking place.
• Natal Chart or
Compatibility Chart
• Birth City - if the birth place town Is
• Name of Person
very tiny, include the name of the closest
larger town
• Birth Date - month, day, year
• Birth Time - if known, include AM or PM • Birth State
• Time Zone - if known, i.e. EST, CST, ect.
• City of relationship - if compatiblllty chart

That's Life is a realistic
portrayal of mankind's
strengths and flaws that
makes for a funny, touching
and emotional film. That's
Life is playing at Seminole
Plaza Twin, University 8 and
Fashion Village 8 cinemas.

MAY PREVENT STROKE!

Proper diet
_
Reduce high blood pressure
*End smoking habit
View diabetes and high blood pressure
as high risks
Eliminate stress
Notify your doctor of stroke warning signs
Take your medication as prescribed
11$moking is a possible risk of stroke
For more illformation on stroke, write: Stroke Council,
American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box
42150, St. Petersburg, FL 33742
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Florida Sales Tax .05 =
Postage & Handling - $2.00
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2022 E. Robinson St., Orlando, FL 32803
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Everyone's got somebody
in their family who is just a
little bit strange. For
instance, in our family there's
Uncle Harold, who has more
hair on his back than on his
head, and who loves to watch
bugs die in his new electric
pest zapper. You've got the
idea, right? Well, after
watching Blue· Velvet, we've
come to the conclusion that
Uncle Harold is a regular
"Mister Rogers'' compared to
some of the characters in this
movie.

&RANCHI!$ IN CT., MASI., R.I. I N.H.

•SPECIAL GRAND OPENING DISCOUNTS! t

BRAND NEW

IN WINTER PARK!
• 2-bedroom, 2-bath flats
• 2-bedroom, 21/z-bath townhomes
• washer and dryer included
• lakcfront and r-oolstde units available
• a small, neighborly complex
• a quiet, convenient location
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Blue Velvet was written
and directed by David Lynch,
not exactly your boy-nextdoor producer. The squirrels
that run the wheels inside his
head were working overtime
on this movie. Although
Lynch directed the flop Dune,
two other movies of his
(Elephant
Man
and
especially, Eraserhead) have
become cult hits. Apparently, ·
Lynch is admired by many for
his "different" outlook on
life.

From SR 436, Aloma cast to Palmetto Drive,
then 1 block south.

Thanks to you ... it works ...
forALLOFUS
• t ' .. t • \
•

Leasing Center open daily 9 a.m. 10 6 p.m.,
Sunday noon to 5 p.m.
4704 Lucier Coun •Wimer Park, Fl 32792
619.2m

University

11731 E. Colonial Driue
Comer of Ala/aya & E. Co!Qnia/
Orlando, Florida 32817

Beautlfully Redecorated Restaurant

• Luncheon Buffets
• Seafood Buffet Friday
Nights (all you care to eat)
HOURS: Breakfast
6am·llam

Lunch
Dinner
llam-2pm 5pm-10pm

Banquet And Party Facilities Available

Lynch contrasts these
scenes of violence and
perversion with he peaceful
Did we say "different?' setting of the small town of
Lumberton. Contrast is
Try shocking. . The movie Lynch· s middle name, and
deals with young Jeffrey
(Kyle MacLachan, also of this movie goes to extreme
Dune fame) and his walk back showing it. The first scenes
home after visiting his you see in the movie are
hospitalized father. Once bright red roses set off
home, he gets involved in a against a stark, white picket
bizarre mystery when he finds fence.
a human ear lying in a field .
The police tell him to stay out
Everyday life is not as
of it, but of course he is peaceful as it seems,
curious
and becomes according to David Lynch.
involved. ·
When you go to see Blue
Velvet, keep that in mind.
Along with Sandy (Laura This movie is graphic at
Dern), the police detective's times, as graphic as an
daughter, Jeffrey is slowly
drawn into a world he can't
comprehend. He tries to help
the blue velet lady (Isabella R-rated movie can go. But
Rosellini), whose husband and today's college student, in all
child are being held hostage likelyhood, will be able to
handle it. Lynch, again, has
by Frank (Dennis Hopper).
Frank is the strangest secured the "cult movie"
person to come along since title.

TEALWOOD
PARKE

Oo'II.

(30~)

Jack icholson. He torment
the blue velet lady exuall.,.
and almost beats Jeffre ' to
·
death.
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Yes, you too can participate in the festival that is Confetti -in the glamourous positi~ of
writer-absolutely free of' charge!!! If you stick around for long enough, we might even pay
you!!! This fabulous offer is open for an unlimited time-and all you have to do is stop by the•
Centra~ Florida Future offices and apply!
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GET SOME SHREDDED PAPER INTO YOUR LIFE!-~~-

HOST HOTEL
FOR
UCF EVENTS
10% discount for Students,
Faculty and their Families
for hotel accomodations.

OUR LOUNGE FEATURES
• Thursday Night · College
Night w/special prices
• Happy Hour Nightly·
5·7 pm
• Entertainment · Tuesday.
Sunday

THE UNIVERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA THEATRE

------presents------

SHAKESPEARE 'S
ROMEO & JULIET
October 30, 31, November 1 6, 7 & 8 at 8:00 p.m.
November 2 at 2:00 p.m.
Admission $8.00 (UCF students free with Student
Government Voucher)

A Life Saving Reminder From

THE FLORIDA COALITION
FOR AUTO SAFETY NOW
P.O. Bo)( 3927 •Tallahassee, FL 32315-3927
(904) 386-5044

IT'S A MATTER OF PRIDE!
Wear The Camouflqge Uniform
Of The Army National Guard!
Ifs a Part-Time Job
With Full-Time PRIDEf
Coll J.'our Guard Armory Tuday

Orl-800-342-6528

8, Confetti, October 30, 1986
ALBUM, FROM PAGE 5
---------The best song on the album
is actually 16 years old. The
new remixed version of "25 or
6 to 4" is an attempt by
Chicago to recapture their
best days, while gaining a
new audience. The original
version, like most classic

songs, was fine as it was. Like arrangement and full- bodied,
a pretty woman wearing too Top-40 backing vocals are
much makeup, the new used on almost every choru .
version of this song is
produced to the point of
overkill. However, it retains
If you like the album's first
enough of the song's original single "25 or 6 to 4", buy the
integrity to be enjoyable.
original version instead, or
another old Chicago album.
The rest of this record is Chicago is a good band, they
harmless, uninteresting pop. just should have quit while
Chicago's trademark horn they were ahead.

JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568-5102
6 Mi. East o Alafaya Tr. 1 Ml. West of Speedworld

USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
13"
$12 to S20 235/75815" S49.95
14"
514 to 520 195/75814" S40.95
! 15" 515 to S20 185/80013" $35.95

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

groups who are bringing the drugs into the
country."

BOOK, FROM PAGE 6

There's a "Who's Who" of unlikely
tripsters in Acid Dreams. :rime, Inc. founders
Henry and Clare Booth Luce, Ethel Kennedy
and Groucho Marx are among them. The
authors disclose that one of the President
Kennedy's girlfriends turned on with
Timothy Leary, and hint the president
himself may have taken the acid test.
And now, as the president and Congress
call for a holy war against substance abuse,
the book also reminds us that such pious
declarations almost always have hidden .
political undercurrents.
"The Nicaraguan contras are heavily
involved in cocaine trafficking, and the
U.S.-backed Afghan rebels are major players
in the poppy trade,'' Lee charges. ''If Reagan ·
is really serious about dealing with the drug ·
problem, he should stop supporting those

Just as the CIA seems to have a persistent
hand in Central America, Acid Dreams
suggests it had a hand in the black
marketeering of LSD in the late sixties and
early seventies.
The authors focus on Ronald Stark, a
paunchy man with a huge walrus moustache,
both a CIA informant and master con artist.
He spoke 10 languages, and was as difficult
to pin down as the drug he peddled.
In a four-year sojourn through the acid
underground, Stark produced nearly 50
million hits of illicit LSD before colliding
with the law in Italy in 1975. He was arrested
and charged with drug trafficking and armed
banditry. But just as suddenly, he was
released. Judge Giorgio Floridia explained
the release, stating that "Stark belonged to
the American secret service.''

Bridal • Prom. Pageant• Cocktall
LEE ROAD SHOPPING CENTER

were designed to fit the
bands' sounds, not watered
down to compensate for the
music's rough edges.
Levis 501 Jeans ad series···
slick,
video-con~cious
impressios ··· is tasteful at
best and inoffensive at worst.

doing an engaging doo-wop
routine that makes Billy
Joel's "The Longest Time"
sound like a ballpark organ.
Ultimately, television's
blanding effect on rock is
made more obvious because
there's so little new, exciting
music on the pop charts. Only
in a conservative creative

US. Peace Corps.
The toughest job you'll ever love.

918 Lee Road* ('t\ Mlle W. ol l-4)
Orlando, FL 32810 (305) 828·2980

*

ST. JosEP 's
CATHOLIC CHURCH
-------·-------

It features four teenage guys climate would remakes like

ROCK, FROM PAGE 4

Sizes 4·24"1 In Stock

Bananarama's ''Venus''
actually hit No. 1 ~ The
Monkees' revival is easier to
understand by noting there's
little new music that's much
better. As usual, television
isn't the root of the problem.
It's just one of the more
prominent causes. Roll over
Chuck Berry, and tell Ralph
Lauren the news.

QUITTING. IT COULD BE ·
TtlE TEST OF YOUR LIFE. ·

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 noon
Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
!Or
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Floral & Gift Shoppe · A Complete Floral Service
Cards • Gifts • Fresh Plants • Fresh & Silk Arrangements
Fruit Baskets • Stuffed Animals

OF US
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10% o ·ff for UCF STUDENTS
Mon. · Fri. 9·6 Sat. 9·5 1311 W. Broadway Oviedo

United way

365·1585

• Hard Shell Helmets
Required
• Pre-Entry Sl 0
(day of race $12)
• Unattached license
· es add 52.00
• Pre-Entry deadline

BICYCLE
RACE

NOV.5
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL

FERNDALE ROAD RACK - Ferndale, Florida

(305) 339·5404

November 16, Sunday 9:30 a.m.

t.

GEARED FOR CYCLING

v

960 W. State Rd. 434 Longwood, FL

$1,000 CASH plus prizes
sanctioned U.5.C.F. and Open Categories

